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Walesa seals
reform pact
by John Danlszewskl
Associated Press writer

WARSAW, Poland - Solidarity leader Lech Walesa sealed a
historic deal with the government Wednesday to restore the
independent trade union after a
seven-year ban and give Poland
its first democratic elections
since World War II.
Walesa, representing the opposition, and Gen. Czeszlaw
Kiszczak, the interior minister
representing Poland's communist government, approved the
package that emerged from two
months of negotiations on political and economic reforms, as
the 57 participants in the talks
gathered for a final time at the
round table" in the Council of
Ministers Palace.
"There is no freedom without
Solidarity," Walesa said at the
beginning of a 10-minute address to the table in which he
explained why the opposition
had approved the agreements.
He credited authorities with
having shown "readiness for a
radical change of the system."
But he said that behind the
"nice words" of communist authorities for the past 45 years
there was "dishonesty and violence." and Solidarity had
aimed for "substantial settlements that could be implemented right away."
He declared the opposition
had achieved the "necessary
minimum" by regaining the
legal status lost after martial

law was imposed in December
1981.
"I think that the round-table
talks can become the beginning
of the road to democracy and a
free Poland, and hence we look
with boldness and hope into the
future," he said.
Kiszczak lauded the talks that
had brought together different
sides of Poland's sharply divided political spectrum.
In Washington, the White
House called the accord "a
great dav for the Polish people
and for freedom." Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater said
President Bush was "very
pleased by the accords that have
started Poland on this new path
toward reconciliation."
Polish leader Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski, who banned Solidarity in 1981, argued strongly
for its restoration at a Communist Party plenum in January,
saying it would be the culmination of his policy of national reconciliation.
The government, acknowledging it needed greater public support to take the painful steps of
reviving the economy, offered
the talks to Solidarity last year
to help end a series of strikes.
Jaruzelski did not participate
directly in the talks or attend the
ceremony, but he has said he
would not rule out a meeting
with Walesa.

Quick Defense
Instructor and president of the Chinese Arts Association Charles Dau
zat(left) demonstrates blocking techniques with Deny Morlino as Brian
Crowe and Donald Smith look on. Charles has been instructing Kung

BG News John Potter
Fu for the past nine years and currently teaches classes on Monday
and Wednesday evenings in Eppler North.

Entrepreneurs face new challenges
Editor's note: This is the fourth part of a
twice-weekly series addressing the employment issues facing graduating
seniors.
by Jill Novak
staff reporter

Independence and excitement are just
a few of the advantages of starting a
business. However, today the risks and
extremely low success rate for entrepreneurs far outweigh the advantages.
The success rate for entrepreneurs is
"almost zero," said George Howick,
management lecturer and director of the
Management Center.
The biggest problem entrepreneurs
face is unrealistic expectations, Howick
said. He added not thoroughly under-

standing the marketplace and what the
customer values is a problem of many
aspiring business owners.

Being undercapitalized is another obstacle entrepreneurs face, because
'when a person starts out, he just does
not realize how much capital is needed,"
Howick said.
According to the January 1989 issue of
The Washington Monthly, getting money
is the "Berlin Wall" that entrepreneurs
must clear, and it is by far their biggest
problem.
The article stated banks are disinterested in "start-ups" of businesses,
because "a bank's attitude toward a
business plan is that they think them all
inherently false."
In addition to banks, venture capital
firms are another supposed source available to entrepreneurs. Yet, according to the article, these firms are a conservative lot.
According to Venture Economics, a
research firm in Massachusetts, only 13

percent of the $3.9 billion disbursed by
venture capital firms in 1988 went into
new businesses.
Howick said there is a difference between starting a new small business and
being an entrepreneur.
"An entrepreneur is not someone who
starts a 'mom and pop' shop. An entrepreneur is someone who successfully
starts a business to fill an unmet need in
the marketplace and takes the risk to try
to fulfill that unsatisfied want or need,
he said.
There are certain characteristics individuals must possess in order to even
think about becoming an entrepreneur,
Howick said.
"One needs a very well-honed sense of
responsibility, a high degree of tenacity,
a strong capability for listening, a high
standard of ethics and a reasonable deSee Business, page 7.

Letter removal requested Tanker captain
Pi Beta Phi house location violates city zoning surrenders in N.Y,
by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

Since August 1987, Pi Beta Phi
sorority displayed its letters on
the front of its house at 425 E.
Court St., but recently was
asked to remove them due to
confusion in the city's zoning
code.
The establishment, which is
located in an R-3 zoning district,
is not allowed to be used for
Greek housing. The R-3 zone is
designated for multiple family
residential units in a moderate
density area.
Michele Kunka, president of
the Ohio Theta chapter of Pi
Beta Phi, said until recently,
there was no mention of the
house being in the wrong zoning
district.
"Just about a month ago
Robert Maurer called and asked
us to take down our letters from
the front of the house," Kunka

said. "This was the first we had
heard about being a zoning violation."
Maurer, the developer and
realtor of the Pi Beta Phi house,
would not comment on the issue.
According to Kunka, the sorority was using the basement of
the house as a kitchen and another room as a television room.
"We didn't know we were doing anything wrong," Kunka
said.
Bowling Green Mayor Edwin
Miller explained the situation
with Pi Beta Phi as an unfortunate occurrence.
"Pi Beta Phi is a model sorority and they should be allowed to
function as such," Miller said.
Miller said the city was informed that the sorority was using
the basement of the house as a
kitchen — a violation of R-3 zoning.
Although some people say
R-5 is discrimination, I see all
zoning as discrimination, but we

Thursday

have to have it," Miller said. " Pi
Beta Phi is an exemplary sorority and I hope to get this area rezoned to take care of the issue
and not keep it as a legality."
Miller described the sorority
as one with enforced rules and
regulations.
Leslie Landis, Pi Beta Phi
house mother, explained the
rules members of the sorority
must follow if they live in the
building.
According to Landis, residents
are not allowed to have alcohol
in the house and visiting hours
are enforced. Regulations on
visitation state that Sunday
through Thursday, males must
be out of the building by midnight and by 2 a.m. on weekends.
"We're especially optimistic
about a zoning change,' Landis
said.
According to Kunka, the sorSee Pi Phis, page 5.

VALDEZ, Alaska — The captain of the Exxon Valdez surrendered
to police Wednesday, and salvage crews freed the tanker from the
reef that ripped its hull and spilled more than 10 million gallons of
crude oil.
Cleanup crews continued to skim mayonnaise-thick oil from
Prince William Sound, but progress was slow and the oil had spread
over an area larger than Delaware. The animal death toll rose and
salmon hatcheries remained endangered.
Fired tanker captain Joseph Hazelwood, 42, surrendered to police
on New York's Long Island and a judge set his bail at $500,000, up
from a prosecutor's recommendation of $25,000. He had been sought
since Saturday on a fugitive warrant on misdemeanor charges of
operating the tanker while drunk.
•These misdemeanors are of such a magnitude that has never
been equaled, at least in this country," Judge Kenneth Rohl said as
Hazelwood was arraigned. "He's got to think about that. We have a
man-made destruction that has not been equaled, probably, since
Hiroshima."
Salvage crews pumped compressed air into the $125 million ship
and floated it off Bligh Reef, 25 miles from the port of Valdez. From
there, it began a 30-mile journey under the control of six tugs to a
remote cove off Naked Island for temporary repairs, picking its way
through scattered icebergs.

by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Although the amount of financial compensation the 1989-90
Undergraduate Student
Government president and vice
Bresident will receive is small,
lis amount is expected to increase over the years.
Bob Arrowsmith, assistant
vice president of student affairs,
said although USG proposed an
initial stipend of $500 per officer,
"what (USG is) looking at in the
long run are tuition and fees.
"To ask for tuition and fees
the first year is a considerable
amount," he said. "USG probably wanted to start out small
(with its request) to have the
procedure started and accepTim Peterson, USG president,
recently presented the student
government budget proposal for
le upcoming year to the Advisory Committee for General
Fee Allocations. He said USG
decided to keep the initial financial compensation request small
to increase the chance of its approval in the overall USG budget.
"We took a scientific approach in determining the initial
amount," he said. "We looked at
what was already in the (USG)
account, and what a student
could earn with a full-time job
and still be involved in classes.
"Obviously, the amount needs
to grow, but we also looked at
how much ACGFA would apErove with the whole budget,"
e added.
Arrowsmith said in his proposal, Peterson told ACGFA
that financial compensation is
necessary because the time
committment for the USG offiSee Compensation, page 4.

news in Brief
Speech addresses efforts
to eliminate homelessness

Today: variable cloudiness
with a 30 percent chance of
showers. Hign in the mid-40s.
Tonight: mostly cloudy with a
chance of snow. Low around
30.Friday: mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of snow. High
around 40. — Associated Press

by David Foster
Associated Press writer

USG stipend
increases
expected

A discussion by a national leader in the fight
against homelessness will precipitate a candlelight vigil demonstration in the Union Oval.
Harold Moss, who runs a homeless shelter, will
offer his views on how the homeless problem resulted in the U.S. and potential solutions, Pam
Boehm, a member of the University Peace Coalition, said.
The speech will take place in 115 Education at
7:30 p.m. and an ensuing protest are being spon-

sored by the Peace Coalition and the Human Relations Committee.
Moss, who has been a volunteer dealing with the
homeless for more than 13 years, will describe his
efforts during his speech.
The candlelight vigil is intended to be a show of
support for the nation's homeless, but the real disfilay of concern will be through the evening under
he stars, Boehm said. Students will spend the
night outside.
She said the protest is being done so "people will
meditate on the problem of nomelessness in this
country ... and the horrible plight of people not
having homes, food or clothing."

Ueberroth to buy Eastern
NEW YORK (AP) — Former Baseball Commissioner Peter V. Ueberroth is expected to announce
Wednesday a deal to buy Eastern Airlines, The Associated Press learned.
Ueberroth, whose group unexpectedly made a
$464 million offer for Eastern last week and then
withdrew the bid just as suddenly, traveled from
his California home to New York on Tuesday night,
and airline industry and baseball sources said
Ueberroth expected the agreement would be announced Wednesday.
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Mistakes prevail
in Alaska oil spill
An ecological travesty occurred when the
Exxon Valdez tanker was impaled on an Alaskan reef, spilling 10.1 million gallons of oil into the
waters of Prince William Sound.
Water equivalent to the space occupied by Rhode
Island is now covered with oil, threatening the lives
of marine animals, fish and the microorganisms
living within the sea. In addition, the main source of
income for local residents has been endangered —
causing many fishermen to predict income losses
nearing the $100,000 level.
The ecological losses are tragic. But equally as
tragic is the lack of safety and caution excercised
by the Exxon Corp. and the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. — the consortium of oil corporations which
was responsible by law to maintain a clean-up plan
applicable to the size of the accident.
Exxon's main mistake was allowing Joseph
Hazelwood to captain its ship. Although a 20-year
veteran of the seas, Hazelwood was plagued with a
drinking problem and at the time of the accident
did not even have a driver's license due to convictions of drunken driving.
Although Exxon placed Hazelwood into a rehabilitation program following a 1985 conviction, the
captain was not entirely recovered and was allegedly drinking at the time of the Valdez accident — so
inebriated that he turned the controls of the ship
over to a third mate who was not licensed to do so.
Why was Hazelwood allowed to command the
ship? The question remains unanswered, even
though Exxon has officially fired him and he is being held on misdemeanor charges of operating the
ship under the influence of alcohol, reckless endangerment and negligent discharge of oil.
True, Hazelwood is rightly facing the charges.
But shouldn't Exxon also be named for allowing
him to captain the ship, considering his not-sodistant past?
The second blunder of the incident was made by
Alyeska, which overestimated its equipment capacities and its ability to control a spill of this magnitude. In a report prepared in January 1987, Alyeska
boasted its clean-up crews could be in action within
five hours of the accident.
However, 10 hours after the spill, ill-prepared
crews were just beginning to arrive — limited in
what they could do due to the poor condition of the
equipment and the lack of training they had
received.
Obviously, security measures fell to the wayside
as the years passed without a major spill. This occurrence must be thwarted in the future by mandating annual security testing and training sessions. Equipment checks, which should be done on
a regular basis, must be enforced and new equipment purchases must be made in anticipation of a
problem — not in hindsight of one.
The damage in this instance is done and will
never be completely eradicated. However, the incident is a warning to all to be prepared for the worst.
After all, this is the only world we have.

NANCY ERIKSON - JUST SAY KNOW
V

Drugs and peace don't mix

f

"Hash Bash '89 on April 1st,
1989; the year of protest begins.
Don't miss it!
This year, unprecedented
numbers of people will demonstrate against the war on drugs.
The omnibus bill threatens
every pot smoker's social security benefits, driver's license,
passport privileges, and bank
account — a fine of $10,000 can
be imposed for possesion of a
single seed! You can't afford
NOT to get involved in the
movement to legalize marijuana.
JOIN THE PEACE MOVEMENT! STOP THE WAR ON
DRUGS!"
This was from a flier that was
posted around campus.
Now, before I write anything,
I want to make it perfectly clear
my problem with this flier is not
that it advertises an event to
legalize marijuana.
My problem is not that marijuana is illegal. I don't really
have an opinion about marijuana one way or the other. My
problem with this flier is one of
semantics and implication.
The sentences — "JOIN THE
PEACE MOVEMENT! STOP
THE WAR ON DRUGS!" —
may seem harmless; however,

they really say a lot when one
stops and analyzes them.
Now, I realize this may be
taken out of context, but the sentence, "JOIN THE PEACE
MOVEMENT," is very misleading.
I consider myself part of the
peace movement and when I
first read this, although I understood the connection between
the peace movement and the
drug war, I made another connection. I made the connection
between liberals and drugs — a
connection that has been with
"peace-niks" since the antiVietnam days.
Whether I should have made
this connection or not is irrelevant. The point is that I did
make the connection and I am
sure many other students did as
well.
Another disturbing message
on the flier was a peace sign
with a marijuana leaf in the
middle of it — thus enforcing the
stereotype all people for peace
are smoking dope.
As I said earlier, I don't really
have a stand on the legalization
of marijuana one way or the
other. However, I do have an
opinion on peace and I have an
opinion on now people for peace

should look to the rest of society.
How can anyone active in the
peace movement, like myself,
be taken seriously after a flier
like that?
In the dictionary the word
peace means: 1. freedom from
war, 2. an agreement to end
war, 3. law and order, 4. harmony; concord, 5. serenity,
calm or quiet.
I have been to parties where
people are smoking pot. I have
rarely seen these people show
signs of "law ana order" or
"harmony; concord" or "serenity, calm or quiet." Most of the
time I see them get so high that
they begin arguing and the
scene is anything but peaceful.
But besides my own personal
experience, there are other examples of people who are
peacemakers and not activists
for legalizing pot. There were
people in history like Jesus
Christ, Ghandi and Martin
Luther King. These people were
serious about peace ana did not
use a world full of turmoil as an
excuse to get high at a rally.
There are people like Jimmy
Carter, who may or may not
have been a very good president, but he did get enemies to
shake hands. He did genuinely

coach John Cheney. Fine and
dandy, but what about an editorial? Maybe I can get you started.
The premise of cleaning up
collegiate athletics is a formidable one, but Propositions 48
and 42 are not the answer. Why
take away one year of eligibility
and a year of scholarship money
because a man or woman athlete scores a little lower on some
test? Let us face the facts, 91.4
Eercent of the Prop 48ers were
lack. If that is not discrimination, I do not know what is. I
can hear it now, "Well, if they (a

commonly used phrase by the
majority when referring to minorities) are not smart enough
then they should not be in college."
Hello, people, please wake up.
A majority of these incredible
athletes come from areas of the
country where most people
would not want to see animals
raised, much less human beings.
The fact these individuals have
made it this far (college) is a
remarkable feat. life in the inner-city ghetto is a daily life and
death adventure, but these high
and mighty NCAA officials do

NCAA propositions
oren't the answer
The BG News printed yet another story concerning the
NCAA's Proposition 48 and Propoposit ion 42.
The March 29, 1989, article
pumped out more facts and figures about what conferences
have players on Prop 48, who is
affected, and a quote from one of
the biggest opponents. Temple

by Berke Breathed
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Those who strive for peace
want to be associated with these
people, not the people who want
to legalize marijuana. Not that
the people who want marijuana
legalized are bad — they aren't.
It's just that if I want to be classified with them, I would want it
to be because I smoke pot too —
not because I want world peace.
I didn't go to the Hash Bash so
I don't know what the outcome
was. But I hope it is clear to all
who may look at peacemakers
as "druggies" or "hippies" or
"radicals" — they're not. People for peace are just ordinary
people who feel it is better to be
nonviolent rather than violent
when solving problems — regardless of what they do in their
spare time.
Erikson, a senior magazine
journalism maior from Burton,
Ohio, is a columnist for The
News.
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care about the human race.
There is Mother Teresa. She is
not up in Ann Arbor smoking a
Sint — she is in India helping
e poor and the starving. She
shows the world what peacefulness means. That is why she has
won a Nobel Peace Prize.
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not want to accept this fact.
Give these players a chance.
Let them use that one talent that
could possibly pull them from
the refuge of the slum to the
pearls oflife. Do not put up yet
another road block. Let these
athletes in and then set some
standards, like a certain GPA
and mandatory study hours in
their first two years. The list can
go on and on.
If the NCAA proceeds in trying to solve this "problem" with
the athlete and academics at the
entrance level of college and not
while they are in college and
learning, they will get to a point
where minority athletes will become disenchanted with an opportunity at the college level.
I don't doubt the majority of
the American public agrees with
Propositions 48 and 42 just because it concerns the athlete and
minorities. Once again, this is
Iust another example of our preudiced, ignorant society pontiicating nonsense. The problem
is people stereotype the athlete
as dumb, selfish and academically inept and uncaring. BGSU
fans need only to look at Alan
Leggett, Stephanie Coe, Linda
Popovich and Angie Bonner
(just to name a few) to understand academics and athletics
can be handled together quite
well.
The word athlete is the reason
people make such a big fuss. The
athlete is just like the actor,
dancer, painter, writer or singer
who is coming to college to work
in that special skill we all wish
we could have. So instead of
complaining, let's help the
NCAA figure out a better option.
Jefflngalls
OCMB2648
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Medical requirements changing Teacher salaries
1991 MCAT to measure
communication ability
by Jennifer Taday

staff reporter
Starting in 1991, prospective
medical students will have to
demonstrate strong writing
skills and logical reasoning as
part of their Medical College
Admission Test requirements.
Sam Schaeffer, associate dean
for admissions at the Medical
College of Ohio, said the changes
in the MCAT — implemented by
the Association of American
Medical Colleges — will stress
communication, writing and
thinking skills.
"The applicants will be re3uirecl to write two essays for
le review board," he said.
The new test will be the first
Erofessional school admission
!st to use the essays to evaluate
the applicant, Sell a offer said,
adding that the current test is
based mainly on memory skills.
A prospective medical student
now just "needs to recognize
chemistry formulas and about
30 different cells in biology"
along with other information, he
said.
Presently, the MCAT is a sixpart exam that lasts an average
of nine and one-half hours,
Schaeffer said.
"The new test will replace the
sections on biology, chemistry,
physics, science problems, reading skills analysis and quantita-

tive skills with four tests in biological sciences, physical sciences, verbal reasoning and a
writing sample," he said
The new test will cut at least
80 minutes from the current
time, he added.
The changes are meant to encourage students interested in
medical school to pursue broad
undergraduate studies in natural sciences, social sciences and
the humanities, Schaeffer said.
"The new test is designed to
get away from the student who
is an excellent crammer with a
photogenic memory," he said.
Now, take the same student
and give him the new problem."
The new problems are designed for a student to understand relations, along with using
deductive reasoning, Schaeffer
said.
"For example, I want to produce X chemical by mixing A
chemical with B chemical and
get this result," he said.
The student will not only have
to recognize the chemicals being
applied, but also understand the
relations between them, such as
mixing acid with acid, Schaeffer
said.
The new MCAT is geared
towards more practicality of the
medical study today, which is a
more reasoning and logical approach, he said.
Kathy Smolen, sophomore
pre-med major, said although

MCO pre-med guaranteed
admission program tested
One less pressure will be
the waiver of the medical
college admittance test
scores, he said.
Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs,
said the program would
provide an interesting opportunity for the students.
Currently, MCO has accepted approximately 10
students from the University of Toledo, Schaeffer
said.
"By agreement with UT
and Bowling Green, the
number of guaranteed undergraduate applicants
from both schools is set at
10," he said.
However, Bowling Green
has not responded to the
guaranteed admission
program yet, according to
Schaeffer.
Michael Rastatter, associate dean of the College of

by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter
For the first time, University pre^nedical students may have the opportunity to compete for
guaranteed admission to
the Medical College of
Ohio.
Sam Schaeffer, associate dean for admissions at
MCO, said the guaranteed
admission program is in an
experimental first-year
The purpose of the program is to encourage good
students to consider the
medicine field as a career
opportunity, he said.
The program is designed
to reduce anxieties and
pressures that a prospective medical student faces
while applying for admittance to medical school,
Shaeffer said.

OSeePre-Med,page7.

she will not be affected by the
implementation of the new
MCAT, the new test is better because the problems are more
accurate in what a doctor will
actually be practicing.
According to Schaeffer,
changes in the examination
were needed because of a pre-

^♦4*^4*41^4i4*4^^41^4*4iJfcJ!t4i4:'4c'4:,Jl*iJ^

sent lack of communication
skills found in medical students.
One of the disappointments
with current medical students is
that they may have both a high
grade point average and MCAT
score but they have difficulty
communicating with patients,
peers and staff members, he
said.

beat inflation rate
by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

With the national average
teacher salary increasing at a
rate greater than inflation, educators are being given more
purchasing power.
For the 1988-89 school year,
the national average teacher salary increased at a rate of 5.6
percent, while inflation increased about 4.5 percent, according to a spokesperson for
the National Education Association.
The national average increased from the 1987-88 salary
of 128,008 to $29,567 in 1988-89.
the spokesperson said.
"Even though salaries have
been increasing, they have been
under the inflation rate and they
are just coming up," the spokesperson said.
In Ohio, the average teacher
salary also increased from
$27,606 to $29,166, which
amounts to a 5.7 percent increase, slightly above the
national average, according to
Dick Hindman, special consultant for the Ohio Education Association.
Roger Bennett, dean of the
College of Education and Allied

"We are beginning to catch up
on the purchasing power we
have been losing for the past
several years," he said.
Before the increase this year,
teachers were getting raises but
could not keep up with the cost of
purchasing goods because the
pay hikes were less than that of
the inflation rate, he said.
With the salary increase,
teaching is becoming more attractive and will enable graduating students to earn higher
salaries, he said.
Marilyn Cross, president of
the OEA, said the average salary was determined by taking
the salary of all public school
teachers and dividing by the
total number of teachers.
Although salaries have been
increasing, the potential for a
plateau or decline is possible,
according to Cross.
"If more teachers leave the
system over a period of time, the
average will be the same or decline, she said.
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Professions said, "in the past
years, the number of dollars has
gone up slower than the inflation
rate.
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THE LATINO STUDENT UNION
is happy to announce its executive committee
for the 1989-1990 academic year:

Terry Davidson
and the Gears
Thurs.-Sat.
April G-8
* Ever) Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

President: Carmen Castro
Vice President: Brenda Lebron
Secretary: Maribel Erebia
Treasurer: Marcos Rivera
We would also like to invite everyone
to our next general meeting tonight,
(Thursday.)
at 7:30 p.m. on the 2nd floor of the
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

catch that Summer Feeling
R.E. Management
505 ClOUgh Apt. B 15

352-9302

Location

Entire
Summer Price

Campus Manor
Thurstln Manor
615 Second St.
825 Third St.
701 Fourth St.
Rocklodge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.

$575
$475
$575
$500
$575
$600
$575
$550

GREENBRIAR Inc.
Is Now Renting Frazee Avenue
Apartments for Fall 1989.
2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with
2 baths s600 per month & electric.
We also have other apartments and
houses for rent. For more details
CALL
352-0717

224 E. Wooster

Applications are being accepted
for

Summer 1989 BG News editor
Fall 1989 BG News editor
1989-90 Gavel editor
1990 Key editor
1989-90 Miscellany editor
1989-90 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.

Application deadline Fri., April 7, 5 p.m.
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Gas stations hike prices

Students compete
in Canada 'market'

Tanker spill causes oil purchasing cost increase
by Dennis Robaugh
copy editor

make a presentation explaining
the strategies they chose to use,
he said.

by Pam Fumeaux
reporter

Four University seniors recently competed in the Manitoba
Marketing Competition in Manitoba, Canada, to enhance their
marketing skills.
Diane Popovic, Laura Boone,
Steven Spuiks and Tom Besancon, all marketing majors, were
chosen to compete in the event
by William Redmond, assistant
marketing professor, who served as adviser.
The competition consisted of
students developing marketing
strategies for a company and
analyzing the results of their
planning, Redmond said.
According to Redmond, the
competition was divided into
two phases. The first was conducted through a computer simulation.
"In this phase, the students
were involved in making many
corporate decisions," Redmond
said.
In the second phase, the students traveled to Manitoba to

Gas prices in the nation are rising as a possible
result of the 10 million gallon oil spill which happened Friday—the largest in the nation's history.
The tanker, Exxon valdez, struck ice March 24
and spilled 10 million gallons of oil near the Prince
William Sound. This spill may be used by the oil
companies to raise prices, according to a Associated Press report quoting Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio.
Metzenbaum, chairman of the Senate energy
regulation and conservation subcommittee, said
the nation's high petroleum usage puts it at the
mercy of the oil companies and foreign producers,
according to the report.
"Every time this country has any kind of development that allows the oil companies the opportunity to gouge the American people, the oil companies move right in and do it, Metzenbaum said.
However, Ed Ingold of Keneco Distributors Inc.,
a local oil distributing company, said oil prices are
increasing because the oil distributors have to pay
higher prices on the market.

Although the University team
did not win the competition,
Redmond said the students did
well. According to Redmond,
"The competition has gotten a
lot tougher."
Popovic agreed that the competition was rough, but said she
thought it was educational.
"The competition is a wonderful experience; it pulls together
everything you learn in class,"
Popovic said.
Both Popovic and Boone said
they hope University students
will continue to participate in
the competition.
"It is a real world experience
that you can't get in the classroom," Boone said.

"We buy our product on a day-to-day basis,"
Ingold said. "Oil prices change just like any other
commodity on the futures market."
Paul Haas, University economics professor, said

Fifteen colleges from the
United States and Canada participated in the competition. Colleges representing the U.S. were
North Dakota State, Bemidji
State (Minn.) and the University.

Compensation
U Continued from page 1.
cers is great and if they want to
do a good job, they can not be
employed elsewhere.
''That line of approach persuaded (ACGFA) committee
members that (compensation)
was the most positive thing to
do," he said.
Peterson said he is "99 percent sure" USG leaders have not
Ereviously received compensator! for their services. Arrows-

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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the oil spill may be one of many factors influencing
the upsurge in oil and gasoline prices.
"People are betting that because of the spill
there will be more constraints on the oil companies, increasing the cost of production," he said.
The increasing demand for oil today drives
prices up."
Haas said because investors anticipate prices
rising in the future, the prices go up now.
Ingold also said people may be investing in oil
because of the Exxon spill and this increase in investment is causing pnces to rise. He added that
Keneco's prices have gradually increased by 15
cents in the past two weeks.
Jeff Laws, manager of Stadium View Sunoco,
1530 E. Wooster St., said the price charged by the
distributor is passed on to the consumer.
"It's not the gas stations, it's the supplier. When
we pay more we have to raise prices. We haven't
taken advantage of (rising prices) ourselves," he
said.
Laws said Sunoco's price for unleaded gasoline
has risen 11 cents in the past week to $1.04 per gallon.
"When we pay less we give the customers a
break and lower our prices, he added.
Other gas stations in Bowling Green are charging similar prices for their gasoline.
As far as my prices go, I just have to compete
with everybody else," the manager of Clark Super
100,333 S. Main St., said.

RESTAURANT

flfl€ BRINGING
COM€DY TO BOWLING GR€€N

hears the whole budget proposal
and then comments on particular items and gives opinions. It
does not tell organizations how
to specifically spend their
money."

mith said USG has proposed the
idea of compensation in the past,
but said "for one reason or another, officers were not compensated."
Arrowsmith said ACGFA approved the entire USG budget
with the financial compensation
request, but said the request itself was not specifically approved.
"ACGFA does not approve
line-item requests," he said. "It

According to data from other
universities with student populations similar to that of the University, undergraduate student
government leaders are often
compensated with tuition, fees,
meals, transportation and
spending money.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

AIDS health
care impact
discussed
by John Kohlstrand
staff reporter

Aspects of AIDS and its effects
on health employees will be discussed at a conference sponsored by the University's College of Health and Human Services.
"The AIDS Crisis: Threat or
Challenge to Health Care Providers? will feature presentations by Dr. Joshua Kaplan,
director of the Student Health
Center and Connie Schondel, instructor of social work at the University.
The conference is part of a series of sessions being presented
by Health and Human Services
to educate health officials in
Northwest Ohio, according to
Clyde Willis, Dean of Health and
Human Services.
"People, both in the health
field as well as the public, simEly don't have enough informaon about AIDS," Willis said.
"Since the situation changes
daily, we need to provide this information."
Kaplan said he would discuss
the epidemiology — the study of
demographics to determine who
contracts the disease — of AIDS
in the U.S. and Ohio.
The conference, being held
Friday at the Holiday Inn, will
review the progress of AIDS and
other related fundamentals. Willis said discussion will include
the psycho-sociological aspects
of the disease such as the discrimination and accommodation of AIDS patients.
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382-2020
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NbtTbur
Oirjirtary Banker.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR
LUNGS.
THEVREONLYHl'MAN.

RESERVE

American Red Cross

OrfICERS

TRAINING

CORPS

cinema

354 - °558
CHANCES ARE Po
EVENINGS 6 A5

9 35

SKIN DEEP P

THE MORE YOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONET TOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective and serve parttime in the Army Reserve or National Guard, and you can get as
much as $4000 a year for college. That includes your Guard or
Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant each school
year from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with a college degree plus
an Army Officer's commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.
fx"i"i

EVENINGS 6 50 9 20
POLICE ACADEMY 6 P
EVENINGS 715

9 30

LEVIATHAN P
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45
THE RESCUERS G

ARMY ROTC

EVENNGS 7 00

THE SMABTEST C0UIGE
COURSE VOU CAN TAKE.

CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Jell Ovenden 372-2476
Room 151 Memorial Hall

Nbtlbur Ordinary Bank.
The word is out There's a
much different breed of banker
in town. Your Fifth Third banker.
Alert to financial opportunity.
Aggressjve in protecting your
financial future. Working over
time to offer you the rates and
products that keepyouaheadof

the pack With the remarkable One
Account Plus' checking account
The BankSafe," an accessible
money market account And a
variety ofCD's paying some of the
most competitive rates in town.
It's called Relationship Banking. And it means services that

will always keep up with your
changing needs. Service that is
backed by over 125 years of
experience Clearly this is not
S)ur ordinary breed of banker,
ut thea Fifth Third is not your
ordinary bank.Theyre working
overtime

FIFTH THIRD BANK
(H VtMlHWHTfUN OHIO

Now serving Findlay, Tiffin, Bowling Green, Fostoria, Bascom, and New Riegel.
* l*(«TWta*Mii*nH«: Wr*te»r*W*m'K(UShl»rM C* Srmtr m«t JM*4b» rUTIM tan*
FT ?78 NorKC" SWMt *c

AAA
INITIATES

The Ceremony begins
Time : 1:00 be there by 12:45 please
Date : Sat. April 8th
Where : Grand ballroom in the Union
Guests are welcome
Refreshments will be served
We look forward to seeing you!
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City officer fields complaints
Even after dealing with complaints of student housing and
parking for the last 20 months.
Bowling Green's Code Enforcement Officer Bob Shetzer said
he still enjoys living and working in a college town.
Shetzer, a
lifelong resident of Bowling Green, investigates
community
problems such
as overoccupancy of
city dwellings,
vehicles
parked on gra- Shetzer
ssy areas and permit violations.
"We receive a complaint and
then investigate it — no
differently than a crime that a
police officer investigates," said
Shetzer, a former 18-year veteran of the city police force.
During the past year, he has
handled 45 cases of overoccupancy, 15 of which have violated zoning codes.
Shetzer said he realizes many
more violations occur, but working alone, he has trouble with
enforcement.
"We'd like to see more students call in with complaints,"

Blotter
UTina M. Taylor, 446 McDonald West, was cited for open container last Friday after officers
said they observed her walking
in the 500 block of Ridge Street
with an open can of beer.
: Ricky L. Brown of Weston
was arrested for aggravated
trafficking of cocaine last Friday after ne allegedly sold onefourth of a gram of cocaine to a
conf identialinformant in a park-

In the event of a violation, he
said the landlord will be contacted to deal with the situation
— which, many times, involves
one or more occupants moving
out.

he said. "If there's not adequate
space, parking, smoke alarms,
fire exits or bathroom facilities,
we'd like to know."
He does not blame students for
housing or zoning violations, he
said, because of their unfamiliarity with the city.
"We'd rather work with them
and try to see they live here
safely and by the law," he said.
The procedure Shetzer follows
to enforce these zoning laws begins when he receives a complaint.
The first step, he said, is to
discover the original zoning of
the dwelling. He then must
check on the number of current
occupants, which is simply done
through a telephone call.

Time is given, however, to
find alternative living arrangements, he said, adding that landlords will often help students
forced to move.
"We give them sufficient
time, usually 30 days, to correct
the violation," Shetzer said.
If a landlord refuses or neglects to better the situation, action will be taken by the city attorney.

Suprisingly enough, he said
most students are honest about
their situations.

Shetzer said he tries to avoid
these criminal suits, in hopes of
working through the problems.
He realizes his opinion is contrary to that of many citizens.

"In coming to talk to them, I've never had anyone who wasn't
cooperative," he said.

"Residents always want immediate action and demand us
to go to court," he said. "We've
found that this isn't always the
best solution, though."

Similarly, Shetzer said he always identifies himself immediately upon meeting the students and "has never dressed up
as a plumber ... to enter
someone's house."

Although current enforcement
is in response to complaints
only, Shetzer said he is attempting to take some "selfinitiative" by conducting a citywide survey of housing occu-

"I've realized that being
truthful with the students will
get a lot more done,'' he said.

ority has never caused any problems and participates actively
in community events.
"We are very positive about
getting the R-5 zoning and looking forward to getting back to
normal," Kunka said. "We are
the innocent victims in this
technicality."
The mayor said he wants all
sororities and fraternities interested in moving off campus to
contact him and he will do everything in his power to help them
find a location.
"I've seen nothing but cooperation with the young people at
the University and I want to help
them any way I can," Miller
said.
According to the agenda for
the April 12 meeting of the city's
Board of Appeals, Maurer is
scheduled to refute the opinion
that the structure is being used
as a sorority house.

by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter

Nitrate levels in Bowling
Green's water could be reduced if a soil nitrate test is
developed for farmers to accurately control nitrogen-rich
fertilizer.

pancy.
Going door-to-door, beginning
in Ward 2 and then in Ward 1,
Shetzer will check the number of
occupants in each house, how
many units are available, who
the landlord is, what type of offstreet parking is available,
along with any problems residents are experiencing.

Daryl Stock burger, director of city utilities, said the
test would reduce the nitrates
that enter the water supply if
the farmers could control the
nitrogen residue.
This would be possible by
examining soil samples using
the proposed test, Stockburger saia.

Shetzer, living in Ward 2 for
the last 28 years, classifies himself as an atypical resident, because "we get along with our
neighbors and have had no problems."

Shetzer said residents who
move into Bowling Green must
recognize the number of offcampus student residents.
"People who have lived here
30 to 40 years know well that this
is a college town. You can't rid
students from the neighborhoods.
" 'Community' doesn't mean
anything — it's up to people to
get acquainted with their neighbors," he said.

TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT Si EYEGLASS PRICES

men taking a street sign into a
fraternity house on Thurstin
Avenue last Saturday. Officers
talked to the men, who returned
the sign.
DTnomas J. Boehm of Defiance was cited for littering
Sunday after police said they
observed him dropping a plastic
cup of alcohol on the ground.
uKevin R. Goheen, 516 E.
Merry Ave., was cited for open
container Sunday after police
said they observed him carrying
an open can of beer.

ing lot in the 800 block of South
Main Street, police said.
i Two juveniles were cited for
underage possession of alcohol
last Friday.
uMark D. Oertel, 221 Rodgers, was cited for possession of
false identification last Saturday at Howard's Club H, 210 N.
Main St., police said.
□A resident of the 200 block of
Williams Street reported three

Rick Ketzenbarger, city planning technician, explained there
are two types of appeals the
board hears — those asking for
variances and those attempting
to appeal the law.
"This issue is an effort to appeal a law and these issues are
very rare," he said. "There are
very few of this type of appeal.
They occur usually only once a
year."

■.THE DC NEWSJB
Your one source for
local news and sports

DJames H. Replogle, 1001 Offenhauer East, was cited for
open container after police said
they observed him with an open
can of beer on East Evers
Avenue.
MSteve E. Oxer, 37 Prout, was
cited for open container Sunday
after police said they observed
him walking on North Summit
Street drinking from a can of
beer.
officers found a black and
red bookbag in the City Park
area Sunday.
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Lusty fun...

Is your pooch a "Bonehead" or
a "Yuppie Puppy"??!!
Is your feline "Katnipped" or

HMD OUT WITH THE WAKII •If•

(Developed by a Y5U student and animal loverl)

FOft YOUR DELIGHTFULLY FUNNY TE5T BOOKLET,
SCORING GUIDE (easy), and CERTIFICATE
OF WAKII (for framingl) Just send
$4.95 + $1.00 shipping (Ohio
residents add 5&% tax) chech or
money order to:
The WAKII Co.
P.O. Box 205-Cortland, Ohio 44410
Please specify: WAKII-K (Hats) or WAHIID (Dogs)
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"We check to see that the
farmers are not overapplying
the levels of nitrogen-rich fertilizer and excess waste is not
occurring In the system," be
said.

Catch Friday magazine
each week in the BG News

(WALLS ANIMAL KNOWLEDGE INTELLIGENCE INVENTORY)

LAW SCHOOL SEMINAR
APRIL H
CALL TOLEDO CBNTBR POH
DETAILS - S30-370I

Currently, the Water Supply Department only tests the
water with an ion meter to
check the level of nitrates in
the water, Merrill said.

Ron Merrill, the city's
water superintendent, said
According to a report by the
the examining of soil samples Associated Press, a grant to
would allow the farmers to help develop the test has been
determine the amount of ni- applied for by Nathan Wright,
trogen-rich fertilizer needed owner of the soil-fertility testfor application to their crops. ing company, Geophyta
"The test would affect Laboratory in Fremont.
Bowling Green's water if it
The $298,000 grant through
was perfected and if the farmer applies only the amounts the U.S. Department of Agriof nitrogen that the plants can culture's Low-Input Agriculture Program would be used
use," Merrill said.
to develop the test to reduce
If the application of nitro- nitrogen residue and improve
gen could be lowered com- crop production efficiency.

"Sure, kids have had parties
in our neighborhood and played
loud music —we didn't care. But
then, it was music we liked, too.
You have to put up with the bad,
as well as the gooa," he said.

The
LSATIs
When?
Jb Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

pared to the amount currently applied to crops, the nitrate
level in the water would be
reduced, he said.
This is because the levels of
nitrogen would be controlled
and lowered nitrate levels in
the water would follow, Merrill said.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN*
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Soil test proposed

BG Code Enforcement works with students, housing violations
by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

April 6,1989
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Haitian leader eludes new coup
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The government declared a
state of emergency, ordered troops on maximum alert and censored
the news media Wednesday after soldiers revolted and demanded
the ouster of Haitian leader Lt. Gen. Prosper Avrfl.
It was the second mutiny within the 7.000-man army since Sunday,
when Avril narrowly escaped an attempt to overthrow his 6-monthold government. But diplomatic sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Avril remained in control.
"Our impresssion is that it is not an attempted coup," but rather
an internal army dispute, said one Western diplomat.
"It's a standoff," another diplomat said. "I think they're iust staring each other down," he said, referring to the rebels ana loyalist
troops.
Aval's Presidential Guard stationed two anti-aircraft guns, four
armored personnel carriers and three wheeled cannons inside the
compound of the National Palace.
Across the Champ-de-Mars Plaza, about 300 supporters gathered
outside the Dessaunes Barracks, where the rebellion broke out.
Smoldering barricades temporarily blocked nearby streets.
Radio reports said rebels seized control of several buildings, including the telecommunications company, the state-run central
bank, the Ministry of Education and the State Bureau of Statistics.

Third 'Thin Line' prosecutor fired

Import weapon ban expanded
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration expanded its
suspension on imports of semiautomatic assault weapons Wednesday and voiced regret that American-made weapons could not be included.
The step widened a three-week old import ban to cover 24 foreignmade models missed initially, said Wnite House press secretary
Martin Fitzwater.
Fitzwater called the action, which took effect immediately, a
"midcourse correction" on the way to longer-range measures.
He said the new step should completely dry up the flow of foreignmade semiautomatic weapons while an administration review continues.
The original suspension of imports, declared March 14 by the
Treasury Secretary' Nicholas Brady, who oversees the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, covered 80 percent of the imports.
Wednesday's action was designed to get at the remaining 20 percent,
Fitzwater said.
A prime reason for the expansion, the spokesman said, was to fill
holes in the original order that had allowed foreign gun manufacturers not covered by the ban to gain a competitive advantage.
Still, Fitzwater conceded "there is some unfairness" in the fact
that the expanded ban still has no impact on sales of American-made
high-powered rapid-fire rifles.

DALLAS (AP) — The assistant district attorney who led the fight
to keep "The Thin Blue Line" defendant Randall Dale Adams behind
bars was fired Wednesday, KDFW-TV reported.
Winfield Scott was dismissed for violating policies of the Dallas
County District Attorney's office, the Dallas television station said.
He was the third prosecutor involved in the case to leave the office
this week.
Neither District Attorney John Vance nor Scott returned repeated
calls from The Associated Press. Other officials at the office declined comment.
Over Scott's objections, Adams was released from prison March
22, a few weeks after a state court overturned his conviction for the
1976 slaying of a Dallas police officer. Adams had spent more than 12
years in prison.
The case was examined in Errol Morris' 1988 documentary, "The
Thin Blue Line," which questioned evidence in the case.
Scott, who served as assistant district attorney in Dallas for 21
years, participated in the original prosecution of Adams and helped
choose a jury for the 1977 trial.
Adams was ordered released after the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals said former prosecutor Doug Mulder supressed evidence
and at least two witnesses lied on the stand.

London police pull over prince

STATE / LOCAL
Pregnant convict seeks abortion
HAMILTON, O
(AP) - The Butler County sheriff said Wednesday he is seeking legal advice on a county jail prisoner's request
to have an abortion.
Butler County Prosecutor John Holcomb, a prosecutor in the
southwestern Ohio county since 1965, said he could not recall a similar case.
Sheriff Richard Holzberger declined to identify the prisoner. He
said the woman is 26, originally from Florida, has family in Hamilton, is jailed on drug charges and is being confined because she is
considered an escape risk.
Holzberger said in an interview Wednesday that if she were granted an abortion, she would have to be taken 20 miles south to Cincinnati for the procedure and returned to the jail in Hamilton.
The prisoner's family has offered to pay for the abortion, Holzberger said.
Holzberger said he is requesting legal advice from the county
prosecutor about what rights the prisoner has in this case. Holcomb
said he had not been aware of the case until a reporter called him
Wednesday.
Holzberger said he wants to decide by April 20 because the woman
would be three months pregnant then.
Holcomb said he could not recall encountering a similar case. "I've never run into that before," he said.
Asked if he knew of any legal precedent for such cases in Ohio,
Holcomb replied: "No, not thai I'm aware of."

Celeste tops state tax requests
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste's proposals to
raise tobacco, alcohol and income taxes overshadow the 1990 taxincrease requests of every other state, representing 20 percent of the
$5 billion total tax boosts sought, a report showed Wednesday.
The "Fiscal Survey Of the States" was issued by the National
Governors' Association and National Association of State Buduet
Officers.
As part of a drive to put more money into Ohio's schools, Celeste
has proposed an increase of 1 percentage point in personal and corporate income taxes and a 10 cents-a-pack increase in the state cigarette tax. He also wants tax on alcohol to be based on alcoholic content.
If approved, Celeste expects the personal income tax to raise $757
million for education and the corporate income tax $78 million. The
cigarette tax would bring in $90 million and alcohol-tax changes $31
million.
That adds up to $956 million, by far the largest package of tax increases being considered in the United States, according to the report.
There was no immediate comment from Celeste's office.
Connecticut, which was forced to cut $65 million from its budget
last year, has the second-highest tax increase proposal: $736 million,
to come from a change in the way personal income taxes are calculated, a new tax on utilities, a new business tax and higher motor
fuels taxes.

LONDON (AP) — A police roadblock set up to catch burglars
snared Prince Philip, the 67-year-old husband of Queen Elizabeth n,
when two young policemen pulled him over without recognizing his
car.
Police Inspector Mike Enser said Tuesday that the incident happened late Friday night when the prince was driving to Windsor
Castle, west of London.
"They pulled over one car and signaled the Range Rover traveling
behind to stop as well," Enser said.
"The car driver was questioned for several minutes and then the
officers passed to the vehicle behind. It was at that point they realized they had stopped Prince Philip and apologized for any inconvenience he had been caused."
Enser said the prince was "very nice" and was immediately signaled on his way with a salute by the two policemen.

Reinhold 'Sleeping' in Santa Fe
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — A movie starring Judge Reinhold and
Elizabeth Perkins will be filmed in Santa Fe beginning next month,
Vestron Pictures announced.
The $7 million picture, titled "Enid is Sleeping," is a black comedy
about a woman who believes she has accidentally killed her sister.
She and the dead woman's husband travel around the Southwest trying to get rid of the body, said production coordinator Lois Walker.
Ms. Perkins most recently starred with Tom Hanks in "Big."
Reinhold has appeared in "Ruthless People" and "Beverly Hills
Cop." Vestron, headquartered in Stamford, Conn., has produced
"Dirty Dancing" and the "And God Created Woman" remake filmed in Santa Fe two years ago.
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Elsewhere
Risky delicacy
hits Manhattan
NEW YORK (AP) - Thrillseekers need no longer try
Sdiving or hang gliding
their kicks. Death-defying
dining has come to America
via fugu, a seafood delicacy
that is the last meal for about
100 Japanese each year.
The raw fish arrived in New
York City last week, appearing on the menus of seven
Manhattan restaurants and
making the United States the
only country outside Japan
where fugu is found.
Fugu has been a taste treat
in Japan for more than 2,000
years. There are IS kinds of
fugu, all prepared from puffer fish. If not properly
cleaned, the fish can be fatal;
its entrails, liver and ovaries
contain the deadly toxin tetrodotoxin.
The removal of the dangerous organs is handled by special chefs in Japan with a
minimum of 13 years experience in their profession.
But the man who brought
the gourmet delight stateside
promised Wednesday there
won't be a funeral if you eat
this fugu.
"There is no danger at all."
said a confident Nobuyoshi
Kuraoka, owner of Restaurant Nippon in midtown Manhattan. "In the 50 years since
the war, there Is no single instance of poisoning from the
tiger puffer fish prepared by
a licensed chef in the city of
Shimonoseki."
That's where the 265 pounds
of fugu flown frozen Into John
F. Kennedy International

Airport was prepared for delivery. Kuraoka stressed reto Eeatedly this fugu couldn't
urt a fly, but fugu lore tells
another story.
The mortality rate is about
50 percent among those who
ingest tetrodotoxin, with
about 100 deaths annually.
Kuraoka, to ensure no problems with this first fugu
shipment, had a chef with 53
years experience, Sakae Hata
of Shimonoseki, handle inspection both in Japan and in
the United States.
Chris Lecos of the Food and
Drue Administration said the
go-ahead for fugu importation was given in November
after a year of intense negotiations between the United
States and Japan.
Under the agreement, fugu
will be allowed into the country up to three times per year
between September and
March, when the fish are in
season.
The FDA ban made Kuraoka a man with a mission:
bringing fugu to this country.
"I was asked by three or
four food critics in New York
to bring it in, and by the
Japanese people staying in
New York," said Kuraoka.
' "They miss fugu so much."
Why would anyone miss
raw fish that much?
"It has a very mysterious
taste, profound and unforgettable,' explained Kuraoka,
who charges $35 to $80 per
person for a fugu saslumi
Elatter, $50 a plate for fugu
orsd'oeuvres.

According to Gavarone, he
and Kelley opened Mr. Spots because they saw a need for a new
type of restaurant in the city. He
said he knew he could not lose if
he designed a restaurant with an
exclusive menu and a different
atmosphere.
However, according to Howick, restaurants experience the
highest failure rates in entre-

COLUMBUS (AP) - Human Services Director Patricia Barry says Ohio's welfare
program is changing to reflect the needs of
abused or neglected children and the elderly
who get caught in unmanageable circumstances.
She was joined by representatives of both
groups in testifying before a Senate subcommittee that is ncaring a vote on Gov.
Richard Celeste's budget for the biennium
which starts July 1.
Human services would get a record $9.7
billion, including federal money, but Barry
cautioned that the 27 percent increase over
1987-1989 is misleading because 75 percent of
the boost is in federal spending mandates in
areas like Medicaid which pays the poor's
medical bills.
But in reviewing the rest of her budget,
she said, "The face of the needy in this country is changing dramatically ... these programs must be considered an investment in

Ohio's at-risk populations: children, the
Cr and the impaired elderly. Over 1 milOhioans are counting on us."
Several senior citizens, some in their 80s,
told the subcommittee of personal hardships
in their struggles to remain at home instead
of having to go into nursing homes.
They endorsed Celeste s initiatives that
would assist the elderly with home health
care, meals, transportation and other needs.
But more unusual at the Tuesday hearing
was the appearance of some teenagers who
called for expanded services that have
helped them escape abuse and neglect while
relocating them in group homes and let them
stay in school.
The residents of group homes operated by
the Greene County Children's Services
Agency explained that they wanted to show
the lawmakers how state money is being
spent.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State James A. Baker
HI said Thursday he was encouraged by suggestions by Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir for settling the ArabIsraeli dispute.
Baker commented after a twohour meeting with Shamir that
the secretary called "very productive, useful and very friendly."
For his part, Shamir said he
had offered "some ways to solve" problems in the Mideast and
remarked:
"I feel we have started a very
serious discussion. Our conversation was very friendly."
Details were not disclosed.
Shamir said last week he

would propose elections among
the 1.7 million Palestinian Arabs
who live under Israeli control on
the West Bank and in Gaza, with
the aim of picking leaders to ne?Dilate with Israel over the
alestinians' future.
Shamir said after the session
with Baker that he would pursue
bringing peace to the Mideast
with President Bush on Thursday at the White House.
Israel has controlled the West
Bank and Gaza since its lightning victory over Egypt, Jordan
and Syria in the 1967 Six-Day
War. On Monday, Bush called on
Israel to end what he said was
its "occupation" as part of an
overall settlement with the
Arabs.

ick said even though many people fail, this is not always a disadvantage. "If individuals gave
it a good try and really worked
at it (but failed), this could work
in favor for them. However, if a
business fails because the
owners did not work hard
enough and were unethical, this

could be very damaging," he
said.
Howick said the best advice he
can give for prospective entrepreneurs besides working for
someone for five to seven years
is to learn from other's mistakes
and to "read the WaU Street
Journal."

Pre-Med

versity decides to participate in
the program, she will compete
for admission.
"Acceptance into the program
would certainly take a lot of
pressure off of myself," she
said. "Especially the worry
about taking the MCAT."
However, there are also
drawbacks with the alleviation
of the Medical College Admission Test, Smolen said.
Schaeffer said there have
The test presently serves as a
been no applicants for the pro- guideline of how well a student
gram yet from the University.
will do in medical school, she
However, an interest does said.
exist among University students
"Just because a student does
in the guaranteed admission well during his freshman and
program.
sophomore year does not mean
Kathy Smolen, sophomore that he will succeed in medical
pre-med major, said if the Uni- school," Smolen said.
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eration Organization, which he
holds responsible for that violence and for an unceasing campaign of terrorism against Israel.
He told a conference of Jewish-American organization
leaders that sitting with the PLO
would "bring disaster."

[ 3 Continued from page 3.
Health and Human Services,
said the program has not yet
been presented to the University
Board of Trustees.
Clark said the proposal is being developed this week and the
criteria on which a student's
admission will be based will be
provided by the faculty commit-

Today and Tomorrow
AH Day Both Days
Basement of Mosely Hall

to

V

Under the budget proposal, approved by
the House, the state would spend about $10.8
million over the next two years for child welfare services, an increase of about $4 million
over 1987-1989.

Since December 1987, when
the Palestinians launched a concerted campaign to challenge
Israel, the territories have been
shrouded by violence in which
419 Palestinians and 18 Israelis
have died.
Shamir has ruled out negotiating with the Palestine I.ib-

C.O.C.O. ELECTIONS

I HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
' SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

We Take

He said his life has been turned around.
"They sent me to AA (Alcoholics Anonymous). They built me up," the youth said.
Others related similar experiences of disintegrating families that resulted in their being referred to the county. There, group
home coordinators oversee their activities
and see to it they continue attending regular
schools.

Secretory of stole, Isroeli prime minister discuss Polestionion dispute

VI I II *89

I[I

"We're the ones who receive the services," said one youth who was sent to a
group home nine months ago after family
problems that included abuse by his father.
I was fooling around with drugs and alcohol."

Mideast meeting 'productive'

preneurships, along with retail
shops and service businesses.
Gavarone admits he has been
"very, very lucky." According
to most statistics, this is true.
For example, Gavarone said it
was fairly inexpensive to start
his restaurant. The two started
their venture with less than
$20,000, which was "begged and
borrowed," primarily from
friends and relatives.
Yet, according to The Washington Monthly article, "your
first financing has to come from
rich private sources, and typically you must have at least a
house to mortgage and a hundred grand
or two as a head
start.'7
Although this may be typical,
Gavarone and Kelley had
neither a house nor "a hundred
grand or two," but they still
managed to get Mr. Spots off the
ground within three months
after planning for the restaurant.
Gavarone said planning is the
most important thing any entrepreneur must be able to do. He
said it is essential to know how
to constantly deal with high
pressure.
Since the success rate for entrepreneurs is almost zero, How-

Help bring the world together.

April 6,1989 7

Welfare program revamped

Business
:; Continued from page 1.
gree of intelligence,"he said.
Although Howick said the best
advice for someone starting a
business is to work for somebody for at least five to seven
years in a wide variety of positions, two Bowling Green graduates proved to be an exception
to this advice.
Jim Gavarone and Jim Kelley, owners of Mr. Spots, 125 E.
Court St., opened the restaurant
soon after they graduated four
years ago. According to Gavarone, the business venture has
been a growing success.
Although Gavarone encountered many problems and it took
a while to get the "bugs out of
the system," he said his business has had a 70 to 80 per cent
growth rate each year.
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Falcons topple Tiffin in twinbill
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

It was a cold, dreary day, but
BG's baseball team heated up
Warren E. Steller field by exploding for 17 runs in two victories over Tiffin University Wednesday.
The 11-1 and 6-4 victories extended BG's winning streak to
eight and upped its record to 14-2
overall. Junior Chris Fugitt recorded his fifth win against no
defeats in the first game, while
Dave Freese (2-1) notched the
victory in the second game.
In the Falcons' last three
games, the squad has scored
over 12 runs per game and coming into Wednesday was hitting
.319 as a team. Manager Ed
Platzer attributed the offensive
success to the patience his hitters have shown.
"Our hitters stayed back on
the ball real well and made good
contact," Platzer said. "Nobody
was trying to hit the ball out of
the park. Our players were just
trying to put the ball in play and
that is a tribute to them. We
have been really stressing that
to our hitters."
Platzer said, however, his
team can't afford to get over-

confident because the opponents
BG has been beating aren't up to
par with Mid-Amencan Conference foes.
"These are not division one
teams, and this isn't division one
?itching," Platzer said. "But
m pleased because we aren't
trying to do things we won't be
able to do in the MAC. Even
though these pitchers aren't
throwing as hard as MAC pitchers, our hitters are staying
back and not trying to pull the
ball."
In the first game, with the
score tied at 1-1, BG scored six
runs in the third inning to put
Tiffin away. Freshman Daren
Stiles, who had homered to right
field in the first inning, began
the onslaught with a double
which scored Jeff Corey and
Shawn Gillenwater.
Brian Koelling then singled in
Stiles, and scored on a Kyle
Hockman home run. Greg Lashuk accounted for BG's sixth
and final run of the inning
knocking in Jason Welsh with a
single.
BG then scored one in the
fourth on a Stiles double and
added three more in the fifth on
RBI hits by Lashuk, Matt Oestrike, and Welsh. The game was
called in the fifth inning because

rfost an exchange student.

Get a Taste of Germany
When:
Where:

April 14, 1989
Oldenberg Brewery and Entertainment
Complex FT. Mitchell, Kentucky

• See the World's Largest Collection of
Brewery Memorabilia
Comparative Beer Tasting
Taste Authentic German Cuisine
Free Souvenirs
Live Entertainment
Enjoy Beverages on the Bus
Brown Bag Lunch
Tickets $22.00 For More Information call

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352-9638
The Excitement is Brewing

Platzer and Tiffin's coach Jerry
Miller decided before the game
to enact a 10-run rule.
The second game also looked
as if it might be shortened as BG
jumped out of the gate with five
runs in the first inning. The inning was highlighted by a threerun home run by Lashuk. Lashuk has at least one hit safely in
every Falcon game this season.
Tiffin fought back with four
runs in the sixth inning, sending
Freese to the showers. Todd
Repp, however, came in and
closed the door and recorded his
second save of the season.
Platzer was pleased with the
pitching effort and said it was
important for Freese and Fugitt
to get some work in before the
MAC schedule starts next Tuesday.
"Freese and Fugitt are going
to start for us next Tuesday
against Toledo so it was important that both of them (jot an outing today," Platzer said. "I was
very pleased with both of their
outings."
"Dave (Freese) threw a lot of
strikes and that's what he's got
to do. I felt Fugitt had a rough
first inning, but ne came out of it
and pitched like he's capable of
pitching."

BG News/ John Grieshop
Bowling Green's Kyle Hockman laces a line drive during Wednesday's sweep of Tiffin University. With the pair
of victories, the Falcons raised their record to 14-2.,

Rose linked to baseball betting
CINCINNATI (AP) — A code-named individual identified by sources as Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose bet heavily on professional baseball during the 1987 season, two Ohio newspapers reported Wednesday.
Rose, 47, who is considered a strong candidate for baseball's Hall
of Fame, has denied betting on baseball. If the charge is proved true,
Rose could be suspended from baseball under terms of the game's
rules.
A person referred to in an Internal Revenue Service court affidavit as "G-l" — whom the newspapers quoted sources as saying is
Pete Rose — bet $8,000 to $16,000 a day on baseball games during a
stretch of the 1987 season, the newspapers reported. The Plain
Dealer of Cleveland and The Cincinnati Post said three sources close
to the case indicated the bets had been made on baseball games.
Although Rose is not referred to by name in the IRS affidavit, the
newspapers said they were told by federal sources the code name
"G-l means Rose.
The Post quoted the document as saying G-l bet an average of
' '$2,000 per game on four to eight games per day, approximately four
days per week."
The IRS affidavit quoted unidentified government informants as
saying the bets were placed through Ronald Peters, 31, a Franklin,
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Mass Communications Week '89
Sunday, April 9

Monday, April 10

Journalism
Awards
Banquet

Outstanding Junior
Journalist Day
Mass Communications
Week salutes high
school juniors.

Holiday Inn
1550 Wooster

SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
707-711 THIRD
715- 719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

»1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

«2 BR unfurnished
summer only

449-455 S ENTERPRISE

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

649 SIXTH

»2 BR furnished

831 SEVENTH

«2 BR furnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

854 EIGHTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
•853 NAPOLEON
-751 HIGH
•849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished.

319 E WOOSTER
724 S COLLEGE

«1 BR furnished
«2 BR unfurnished

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

«4 BR house

140MANVILLE

•large unfurn house
9 month lease avail.

259Vi S PROSPECT

«2 BR unfurnished

706 Second A
706 Second C

«2 BR furnished
• Efficiency furnished

244 N. ENTERPRISE

"Rooming house

150 4 150'/i MANVILLE

«2 BR 4 1 BR

316 N. ENTERPRISE

»4 BR house

211 S COLLEGE B

'Efficiency

722 EIGHTH

"3 BR house - A-Frame

51 7 E. REED 4 B

«1 BR unfurn

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850

iI/aid Comm...

4 p.m. cash bar
5 p.m. dinner

Many speakers:
Broadcast...
Public Relations...
Newspapers...
...and more.

Have you bought
your ticket yet?
-available at 302
West Hall
...without leaving BGSU!
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Ohio, cafe owner who has been identified in news reports as Rose's
principal bookmaker. Peters announced Monday in U.S. District
Court, Cincinnati, his intention to plead guilty to federal charges of
tax evasion and cocaine distribution.
Peters declined to tell reporters whether he had any knowledge of
Rose having bet on baseball games. Peters, under pressure of his
plea agreement with federal prosecutors, is cooperating with federal investigators looking into drug trafficking.
The newspapers also reported the document indicates that Paul
Janszen, a friend of Rose's, urged Peters to pay a $50,000 gambling
debt the bookie owed Rose and Janszen.
The Plain Dealer said U.S. District Court records show Janszen
became an FBI informant and began wearing a wireless microphone in April 1988 and that federal agents taped at least four conversations about the debt. Janszen's lawyer, Merlyn Shiverdecker,
declined comment on the reports.
The IRS said the betting done by G-l occurred early in the 1987
season, according to the newspapers. Rose has denied betting on
baseball and using bookies. He has admitted he frequently bete at
race tracks.
Rose's lawyer, Reuven Katz, said Wednesday he would not comment on the report.
U.S. Attorney D. Michael Crites declined any comment Wednesday on the reports or whether the government is investigating Rose.
Washington lawyer John Dowd, who is directing baseball's investigation of Rose, was registered Tuesday night at a downtown
Cincinnati hotel. Dowd declined any comment on the investigation.
Reds majority owner Marge Schott said she was not aware of the
IRS affidavit.
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The Masters ends long week
here.

COMMENTARY

by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

In a week that has been filled
with media hype surrounding
the NCAA basketball finals, the
opening of a new baseball
season, and the first-round of the
National Hockey League
playoffs, The Masters golf tournament offers a peaceful ending
to one of the most hectic sports
weeks of the year.
The Masters — the name
alone sends a feeling of serenity
through one's soul.
The top male golfers in the
world will take to the links at
Augusta National Golf Club, in
Augusta, Ga. Thursday and Friday in hopes of qualifying for
Saturday and Sunday. But to get
there they must battle one of
America's great golf courses,
one that has withstood many
legendary performances in its 53
years of existence on the Tour.
The course itself is long (6,905
yards) and grueling. It doesn't
leave much room for error, but
error is not what is remembered

What is replayed year after
year are the fantastic finishes
that seem to be more commonplace than out of the ordinary.
The Masters has a way of bringing back the memories of
legends past and present strolling up and down the green velvet
fairways.
But when the tournament is
examined closely, one will find
that the players themselves are
responsible for the tournament's
success.
After all, who can forget the
expression on the face of last
year's winner Sandy Lyle after
he blasted a shot out of the fairway bunker to within a few feet
of the cup on the 17th hole? Or
for that matter the look of emotional drain on the face of Mark
Calcavecchia, who realized he
had lost when Lyle tapped in the
birdie putt.
But as amazing as that finish
was, it still could not top the
conclusion of the 1987 tournament. It was here that Larry
Mize entered Amen Corner (the
nickname of the 11th green), and
promptly chipped in from the
side of the green to answer his
prayers ana beat Greg Norman
in a sudden-death playoff.
But, it is 1989 now and the
players are rejuvenated and
ready to make a run for the

prestigious Green Jacket that is
awarded to the tournament
champion.
Here is a look at this year's
favorites.
Seve Ballesteros —This is only
his fourth tournament in the
United States this season, but he
wasted no time getting into the
money. Last week he finished
fourth in Houston. The experience of Ballesteros is something
that will have to be contended
with.
Mark Calcavecchia —After
last year's heartbreak loss, a lot
of the oddsmakers like Calcavecchia. He has won the Australian Open this year to go
along with his victories in
Phoenix and Los Angeles. He is
also one of the longest hitters on
the Tour which gives him a
slight edge.
Greg Norman —The "Great
White Shark" is about prime to
make another attack at a major
title. He finished second at New
Orleans early in the season and
took fourth at the Players
Championship. Norman's ability to always be amongst the
leaders should help him down
the stretch.
Tom Kite —He is the hottest
player in the field after winning
two out of the last four weeks,
including a big victory in the
Tournament Players Cham-

Eionship. He usually saves his
est for The Masters where he
has finished fifth or better in
nine out of his 16 appearances in
Augusta.
Sandy Lyle —The defending
champ is always looked at as a
threat to take the tournament,
even though it has only happened once in the history of the
tourney. But Lyle is a tremendous player that brings an overseas flavor to the game.
The Field —Players like Jack
Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer,
who are making their 31st and
35th appearances respectively,
will again be just looking to
make the cut. Fred Couples
could have a good tournament.
Tom Watson is capable of winning it if he can get to the final
day in good shape. Ben Crenshaw is a solid putter and that is
crucial on the tough greens of
Augusta. Bill Glasson is a player
that has been coming on of late
but doesn't appear to be ready to
take the tournament.
But anything can happen
when the players tee off today in
the opening round. Like all Masters tournaments the outcome
[promises to be one filled with a
ot of great shots and a finish
that will be remembered. And
who knows, a new legend may
be born by the end of the weekend.

John continues to beat odds
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Supposedly, Tommy John didn't throw
hard enough to get a major-league offer.
OK, so he got the offer. But he'd never make it to the majors.
OK, so he made it. But he'd never be a consistent winner.
OK, so he won. But he'd never recover from severe ligament damage to his left elbow.
OK, so he recovered. But he'd never be a big winner again.
OK, so he had three 20-victory seasons. But he'd never keep pitching until his 40th birthday.
OK, so he passed 40. But, at 45, he'd surely never make it back this
season.
OK, so he made it. But he'd never get anyone out.
OK, Tommy, enough already. The rest of us will be all dead and
gone and you'll probably still be pitching 'em low and outside.
Tommy John has not only fooled all the experts, he's just about
outlived them all.
"People have doubted me since I was 19 years old, saying that I

couldn't throw hard or I wouldn't belong in the majors," said the
New York Yankee left-hander, who started his 26th big-league
season Tuesday with a 4-2 victory over the Minnesota Twins. "Back
in '61, when I signed, people in my hometown were saying, 'Who are
you trying to fool?'
"And here I am. I feel as strong now at 45-plus as I have in the last
10 years."
Add the Twins to the list of people who have been fooled by John.
They were at a loss to explain now he was getting them out.
Randy Bush: "It looks like he just lobs it up there, but you can't hit
it."
Kirby Puckett: "He didn't throw me a strike all night. I was just
swinging away."
Dan Gladden: "If you ask the guys, I think they will say they were
getting themselves out."
To be sure, John didn't get everybody out. The Twins had 10 hits
and left the bases loaded twice.

April 6,1969

——■
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Laxers fall prey
to Wolverines
byJohnH«ndcr*on
■ports reporter
What could have been a huge victory for the Bowling Green
club lacrone team turned out to be a lesson in hard knocks
Saturday night at Michigan.
Playing on the turf at Ann Arbor, the Wolverines lived up to
their billing as they crushed the Falcons, 1M, on the strength
of seven man-advantage goals.
Captain Geoff Knapp knew that this year's toughest test
would come against the Wolverines.
"We heard that they were making the move from a club
team to a division one varsity program next year," Knapp
said. "Everyone knew how good they were, and we may have
psyched ourselves out a little."
After goals by Knapp and John Cox gave BG an early 3-1
lead, Michigan scored five straight goals and headed into the
intermission on top 6-3.
"I could sense at halftimc, when I looked at the guys, that
they were down," Knapp said. "I sort of knew at that point that
it would be tough to come back and win.''
The Wolverines came out smoking In the second half, using
their physical play and aggressive attack to throw the Falcons
off their game plan.
"It was a very physical, hard hitting game," Knapp said.
"They took us out of our offensive game plan with their play at
midfield. They carried the ball well from midfield into our end
and we couldn't get much pressure on them in their zone,"
Knapp said.
Michigan's style of play contrasted with that of BG's, as the
second half goal totals of 10 to three for the Wolverines would
indicate.
"We didn't carry well from our zone to theirs," Knapp said.
"Their defense played well and they kept pressure on us the
whole time."
„ '
In retrospect, Knapp said the blowout at Ann Arbor did have
some positive aspects. Goalie Mark Koldan played a great
game, despite receiving constant pressure from the WolverKiiapp said the squad appears ready to bounce back from the
setback.
"We had a good practice on Tuesday and everybody seemed
up instead of dwelling on the Michigan game," he said.
The Falcons will pick up the pieces and prepare for Thursday's intrasquad Orange/White scrimmage at the Business
Administration building field at 4:30 p.m.

352-0077
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Classifieds
5 days a week
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

"JUSTICE: THE HOMELESS"
An address by Mr Harold Moss ol the Washington DC based Community lor Creative Nonviolence, an Advocacy organisation working
with the homeless
THUHS. APRIl «th 7:30 p.m. 115 EDUCATION
■" -H you are neutral In situations" • •
" "ol injustice, you have chosen the' •'
***sMe ol the oppressor (Tutu)'* *
Candlelight Vigil lor the homeless Union
Oval, tonlghtflollowlng Harold Moss's presentation at 7:30 pm In 115 Education.)
1 si Annual Cla-iel
Film Fest starts April 14m and
15th at midnight
1st program Pink Floyd The Wall
2nd program April 21. 22 Led Zepplm. The
Song Remains the Same
3(d program April 26. 29 The Who. 'Tommy'
Final program May 5. 6 Talking Heads. Stop
Making Sense

5 days a week
Power 86 88 1 FM
8-10 PM WBGU
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRA
DUATING OR LEAVING B G S U AT THE END
OF SPRING SEMESTER. 1989 SHOULO
CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT
372-81 12 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVIEW
Anyone interested In volunteering to work olr
the RED CROSS BQSU BLODDMOBILEdurmg
the week ot April 10th 14th please contact lisa
at 372-6716
Attention Ethnic Studies majors and minors and
al others interested The lirst Ethnic Studies
Association meeting will be hew today Thursday April 6th al 6 00 PM in Rm 142 Shatzel

MPJMM

100.000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIG MI
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERN!
Following Harold Moss' Speech Tnurs April 6
at 7 30 pm m 115 Education, people win show
their soMarity with the Homeless by not returnmg to their homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprll a.
For more information cad 352-7534

For the best In R & B. rap, end dance music In
N.w. OhloFTune Into 88 I FM Power 88
Mon-Frlo-tOPM
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO A
BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be e oriel presentation ol the
Baha'l Faith, an Informal and open discussion exploring facets ol the Felth, e musical
presentation, or just an evening lor getting
acquainted. Come investigate the youngest
ol the world's Independent religions In the
ocmtorl ol a homo setting, tree Prom the
pressure ol proselytlrlng.
1 St and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM
Home of Jim s Vicky Corbitt
840 Pearl SI . B G
352-7877 tloranoel

Fiji • FIJI • FIJI • FUI • f-IJI • FUl • FIJI • FIJI • FIJI

Phi Gamma Delta
Proudly Announces Our
Newly Elected Officers
Craig Haywood

President

Paul Chambers

Treasurer

John Baker

Recording
Secretary

Scott Chamberlain Corresponding
Secretary
Scott Winkler

Historian

And thanks to the
Outgoing Cabinet.
FIJI • FUI • FIJI • FIJI • FIJI • FIJI • FIJI • FIJI • FUI •

LAG A
There will be a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday Apfil 6 al 8 30 pm The
meeting is Irea and open (o all and will be held m
the basement of Ihe United Christian Fellowship
Center Bill Hill will speak on gay htstory and the
march on Washington Cal the Link lor more IB*
formation

SERVICES OFFERED
A TOZ DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express Typing. Resumes. FAX Copies

Latino Student Union
General meeting tonight!Thursday)
2nd floor Student Services. 7 30 pm
Everyone invited
Come find out about our next Franco-Latino

party"

Center (or Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

• USG POSITIONS AVAILABLE *
Apply Today
405 Student Services
• GET INVOLVED' '

255 7769

• * Plan where you wHI land '*
Junior Placement Orientation
April 6 6-7 30 pm Ballroom

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We bsten. We care We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354 HOPE

LOST & FOUND

' Pommerette Tryouts '
t st practice 8 30* 10 00 PM
April tO 1989 Anderson Arena
Mandatory
For more mformalion. call Dawn 353-5244 or
Mekssa353 7734
•Pommerette Tryouts'

Typing Sennce
Resumeslerm papers
354-0371

Lost mans srfver and onyx ring 1st lloor M S
Please caM Brent 353 5542

'USG Position* Available*
Apply Today
406 Student Services
Get involved

PUCKEFt UP B G
WITH ROCK SOLID
680 AM WFAL
at
DRV DOCK SAT APRIL 8th
9-1 AM
LIP SYNC CONTEST

Anniversary Sale
Athletic Shoes-approved
Baseball Equipment
Many other items now on sale
Falcon House Sport<ng Goods
123S Mam Street
Downtown -352-3610

CONTINUED ON PG. 10

PERSONALS

RIDES

! ATTENTION KAPPA SIG ASALTADOR'S!
■BORDEASALTO
PREPARE TO MOVE OUT.

RIDE NEEDED TO AND FROM OHIO UNIVER
SlTY WEEKENO OF APRIL ? 9th GASS CALL
JULIE 2-4321

Our newest feature
isn't new at all...
Our selection of used
'equipment includes an IBM
PS/2 Model 60, XT-compatibles (one w/64mb hard
disk drive), a Hayes 1200 baud
external modem, Epson printers,

Used Computersi
'andPeriphera/s
' NowAvai/ab/e

Financing Available
software, a tape backup system and
serial terminals...
C1909 by The Aaiwcr Factory, «ll right, merved.,
Tbl. «d wmi crtmUd with Adobe Illmtretor/Wlndowe end PegeMeker.

DataNotes

Computer bulletin boards allow callers with modem-equipped
computers to correspond via electronic mail, participate in discussions
on a variety of topics, and share public domain programs.
The Badlands BBS, 353-2957, has PC, Macintosh and Commodore
file areas, 24-hour operation, and a technical help section sponsored
by The Answer Factory. Switch on your modem and call today at 300,
1200 or 2400 baud!
Badlands BBS is an independent and privately-operated system.

The Answer Factory
Computer Problem-Solving
Software and Equipment Sales
134 East Court St.. Bowling Green 354^2110^

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 7, 5 p.m.

9

i
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lO ISNiwi April 6,1989
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA
Ami Lo Master
Congratulations' You're almost a B G gradu'
ate' Hope tn-s week has been special tor you
II miss you'

CON'T FROM PG. 9
•"••AiphaXiDeita"""

■gCM,

Happy Senior Fa/ewe*'
m nu you loos
XI Love.
Lil Tonya
P S Thank you you for everything
* *" Alpha Xi Delta

*"H you are neutral In situations'"
" 'of Injustice, you have choaen the"" *
■ * 'aide of the oppressorf-Tutu)* ■
Candlelight Vigil for the homeleas Union
Oval, tonight* following Harold Moss's preaentatlon at 7:30 pm In 115 Education.)
* * 'H you are neutral In situations''
* "of Injustice, you have choaen the" * *
" ■ * aide of the oppressorf-Tutu)*""
Candlelight Vigil for the homelen Union
Ovel, tonlght|following Herald Moss s presentation at 7:30 pm in 115 Education).
•ALPHA XI DELTALOOK OUT WORLD HERE COMES HOLLY LI
KLV CONGRATULATIONS BIG ON GRADUAT
ING" I'M REALLY GOING TO MISS YOU'
BEST OF LUCK XI LOVE BIG LITTLE JENNI
•GET INVOLVED IN USG'
TODAY!
•GET INVOLVED IN USG"
TOOAYI
•GET INVOLVED IN USG*
TODAY,

Get Into Shape For Summer
New 8 week weight loss program on campus
Spring Program Wed. March 29 thru May 17
Summer Program Wed May 1 7 thru Jury 5
8 week course under $20 00
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY
1-425-0505"' 1-676-6343

Xilove.
My
Alpha Xi Delta * Alpha Xi Delta

Graduate Student Senate

B.g Laurie Amstei
Congratulations on graduating and your Job with
Fnt-o-Lay I'll miss you lots when you go away'
XiLove.
Karmen

SPRING ICE SKATING PARTY
FREEM
Admission and skate rental for graduate students
BGSU ICE ARENA
Friday April 7. 1989
6 15 PM 7 45 PM Graduate students and f ami
lyONLY
8 00 PM-10 OOPM Free to Graduate Students
who arnve BEFORE 8 30 PM

Alpha XI Delta ' Alpha XI Delta
Big Tina A Grand Big Amy.
Thanks for EVERYTHING. You guys are the
greatest In the world. I'll miss you so much
and our "family" will never be the same
without you!
Love. Debbie

Graduate ID required Open to Graduate Students and their families

Alpha XI GABBY BLA2INA Alpha XI
Congratulations for being appointed Vicepresident of the Order of Omega'
Love.
The Alpha Xi's

Guess who's back?
PHANTOM CIRCUS
Quad Rock Cafe (Founders Quadl
Tonight 9-1 2

Anyone interested in volunteering to work tor
the RED CROSS BOSU BLOODMOBILE during
the week of Apnl 10th-14th please Contact
Lisa At 372-6716

Guess who's back?
PHANTOM CIRCUS
Quad Rock Cafe (Founders Quad)
Tonight 9-12

Are you romantically Involved?
Are you 18 or over and a student? If so. you
ana your partner are invited to participate m a
study called Perception of Film Segments " It
takes 1 hr and pays $10 00 per couple Cal
2-2294 or sign up at 227 Williams Hal

Guess who's back''
PHANTOM CIRCUS
Quad Rock Cafe (Founders Quad)
Tonight 912

As part of a series ol stories on abortion. The
BG News is interested in talking to students
who have experienced an unwanted pregnancy
and learning how they handled the situation Al
names would be kept conlidential If you are
wiling to share your story contact Beth Thomas
at 372 2603

•USG POSITIONS AVAILABLE
APPLY TODAY
405 STUDENT SERVICES
•GET INVOLVED
• vVmmy Donger and Lynn Neri" Woertz*
Can you befceve it? Only t more month until
graduation Here is to crab races Spots, not
going to the library interviews, and much much
more' Are we having tun yet? Do we still Know
how?
Love. Kay
100.000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIQHT
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERN!
Following Harold Moss' speech Thurs Apnl 6
at 7 30p m m 115 Education people w* show
their solidarity with the homeless by not returning to the* homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprll 6.
For more information cal 352- 7534
5 days a week
B days l WMl
Power 88 86 1 FM
8 10PMWBGU
Adoption ■ Loving couple wishes to adopt a
newborn Will provide a lot of love and financial
security for your baby All expenses paid Confidential Call collect i 822-9288

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICERS'ADVISORS Don't forget to make
your reservation for the Student Organizations
Leadership Recognition Reception on Tuesday
April 18. 1989 Can the Student Activities Office at 372-2843
Attention: Anyone who has had their picture
taken by the Key-especially any groups or res
halls We are now taking orders tor pictures
Stop by the KEY office 28 West HaH between
10 30 2 30 to place your order $5 lor 8X10

Alpha XI Delta-Phi Kappa Psi
CongralulationsMindy Snelllng and Ken Tieti
on your recent lav altering'
Love.
The Alpha Xi s

Hey Kappas and PI PhisGet psyched for
MONMOUTH DUO
Janet Kropf
The birthday bash countdown begins Only two
days until the celebration'
Joke

352-9378

KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-6 PM
16 AND OVER WELCOME

Come Judge the besl pizza m BG Contest a! the
All campus Dance Marathon. Apnl 15 (St 00
al the pizza you can eat-taste test)
Congrats Adrian Tio
lor becoming a MASTER TEACHER FINALIST"'

KAPPA SIGMA OOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME

Congratulations to Darren Guido and Rhonda
Clark on your recent Phi Sigma Kappa lavalierhot
I love you both'
Lori

KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME

Don't forget...
Get your applications In for ihe UAO roommate of the year contest. Applications are
due Friday. April 7.
1100 CASH PRIZE)

KD * FIJI ' KO • FIJI ' KD
The sisters ol Kappa Delta wish to congratulate
Megan McManamon and Matt Webb on your
recent pinning

DON'T STALL-MAKE A CALL
FOR THE FALL
BEFORE WERE ALL OUT OF
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
400 Napoleon Rd 353-9135

Little Nancy K
III miss you so much next year I wish you the
best of luck' Come wM lots'
Xi Love.
Sarah

Call tor a storage
Pickup scheduling form
352-3836 Loft ConstuchOn

Experienced cook looking lor employment at
fraternity house for 89-90 school year Cal
686-8325 after 5 30

Loft Rental Registration
for 89-90 is at the
University Union. April 10-14
on 3rd floor 9-5 m Fort Room

For the best in R A B. rap and dance music in
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into 66.1 FM Power 80
Mon-FrlS-10PM
Friday and Saturday
Quarter Drafts amd Dogs
Quarters Cafe 2-7pm

BlffCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AN0 7TH
PAIL VIEW MINI • WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

or cal for a mail in
registration form
352-3836 Loft Construction
Monica Gerrek
For al we've been through.
All the sharing and the encouragement.
We've come to appreciate you so much
Love. Robm and Tracy
Quarter's Cafe
No Cover
Sunday to Wednesday

Monday-Friday

1
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Sandy Urbanelc
Good luck Sandy' I'm going to rmas you so
much next year Get ready to go apartment
shopping'
Love. Hillary
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
6th ANNUAL BEDRACE
Fn . April 7. 5 00-7 00. Ridge St
Happy Hours at Marks 2 30-4 30 Q
The sisters of Alpha XI Delta
wish their graduating seniors GOODBYE
AND GOOD LUCK I You guys are
the BEST and we wil al miss
you"' Come visit us often

The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta would like to
congratulate the team of Mr Spock consisting
ot

Mark Wmler
Bruce MacLaughiin
Kurt Maczei
Drew Layne
Pete Maxwell
Craig Schoenlein
Adam Burton
Robert Bast*
John McLead
Rich Foster for winning the male division in the
t al Annual FIJI Ultimate Frisbee Classic
The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would kke to
thank the following lor sponsoring the 1 St Annual FIJI Ultimate Frisbee Class*
Sundance
Uptown/ Downtown
Cycle Works
Rebecca Bhaer
Wood Cable
Pisa nello's Pizza
The sisters ot Alpha Delta Pi wish to congratulate Gretchen Esau and Cathy Brautigan. our
awesome cosociai chairman, on being sisters
ol the week
The TOLEDO COMEDY CLUB & CASSIDY'S
are bringing COMEDY to BOWLING GREEN
every (nday and Saturday at 10 OOp m at
CASSIOY's-reservations accepted 353-0100.
I76E Wooster
To Mary 8 . Becky H.. Trayce D . Missy B., A
Nancy B
The past three years have been great with
you all.
I think we can all say It's been a ball. I can't
Imagine If we hadn't of met 'cause the times
we have had I will never forget. Please don't
forget about lonely 'ol me stuck here missing
all of you back In B.G.
I Love You All,
Jen

Tonight and every Thursday Night
Brathaus cap night
We will give away
Brathaus caps
Every 1 '2 hour between

9-1 30
Be here early for better chance to win'

Tract Newman:Congratulatons. look out Arizona11
Anita Emmer1h:Congratulation6. Does Parker
Hannafme really know what they're getting
themselves into7?
Good luck guys-Pam
Twistin the night away
Tickets $1
Available m the Union Foyer thru Friday April
7th at Education Bldg April 12th and 14th.
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NIGHTAWAY
TWISITNG THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
April 1 5. 8pm-8am
Eppier South-Al Students and
Sibs Welcome
(Al Proceeds go to the Wood Co Bowling
Green United Way)
TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
Featuring BRAILLE RADIO
GROOVE MASTER
SHEEPISH GRIN
PHANTOM CIRCUS and
MUSIC KING
WANTED:
Female roommate for summer m 2-man apt on
CloughSt Call Joni al 372-5007
"Grand Big" Dabby Robinson
Congratulations on graduating and your new job
m Dayton You've been a great Grand Big "and
tnend Good luck always'
Xi Love.
Grand Ul Knsti
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2 female nonsmoking rents tor 89-90 school
year Haven House CaH Carrie al 353-6234 or
Tammy 353-5631
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan. P.O. Box 234BG. Kenllworlh, NJ 07033
(201)276-0565.
3 females wanted to sublease a house with two
others lor summer Reasonable rates and close
10 campus CaH 353-7900
4-6 females to sublease big house dose to
campus for summer session Call 2-4887 or
2-4983
Anyone interested in volunteering to work for
the RED CROSS BGSU BLOODMOBILEdurmg
the week of April 10th 14th Please Contact
L>saat372-6716

Female roommate: nonsmoking for 89-90
school year, close to campus1 Call Juha
353-7835
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Nonsmoking female rmle needed for this
summer term Fully furnished apt All utll pa*d
except elec $300 lor the summer Cal
353 5738
Non-smoking female roommate to share 2 bedroom aprtmenl for summer and or fall and spring
semesters Call 354-4722.
One male roommate needed to sublease
apartment at 801 5lh st For 89-90 School
Year rent 137 50/mo plus electric CaH Bob
or Simon 2-3842
Roommate Wanted
1 bedroom luay furnished apt $370 covers
May-Aug plus shared utilities Cal EBen at
353-01 77 or 372-21 53
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Sublessors needed tor summer/Big house with
3 bedrooms. 2 tuH baths, and 2 living
rooms/close to campus low rani(neg ) Please
cal Karen or tOnial 372-4044

Jaymar Apa
TltS
2 bedroom apartments
Available for summer/fall
As low as $405 per month
3546036

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION'
Al students looking for summer job work at
Blossom Music Center - Enjoy a summer ful of
music Positions svailabie include ushers, ticket
takers, parking attendants, grounds maintenance Part-time & full-time hours available lor
both days 4 evenings Season begins mid-May
Pick up application NOW al Student Employment Office (Student Services Bldg ) and bring
it with you to open interviews being held at
Blossom MUSK: Center April 15. 16 between
10am and 4pm (or mail to Blossom Music
Center 1145 West Steels Corners Rd CuyahogaFalb. OH 44223 )
Camp Staff lor Girt Scout Camp near Katamazoo. Ml June 7-Augusi 7 Waterfront siatt.
aast director/business manager, program director, health supervisor. ClT director, unit
leaders, counselors, kitchen staff, other positions For an application contact Girl Scouts ot
Singing Sands Council. 15985 State Road 23.
Granger. IN 46530 (219) 277 0900. or your
placement office
Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance A financial service
company has openings for multilines agents &
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive financial product she Excellent benefits A training program For confidential
aitervtew cal Neai Kruse st 419 865-6781
Mon through Fn 9sm-4pm
Highly motivated energetic individual to tiU bartending, waiter, waitress, floor walker and cashier positions al high energy nightclub car
pookng available Apply at Buttons Tues thru
Sun alter 8 30 pm
Instructor - Part-time lor GMAT test preparation
course Good Tesl score and teaching experience required 419-536-3701
Kelioys Island
Porthole Cafe needs cooks
bartenders, and waiters
Starting May 15 th
Send resume to
PO Box 792
Kelieys Island Ohio
43438
LIFEGUARDS WANTED Seasonal work avail
able at Portage Quarry Rec Club MUST
BRING CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply in person at T-Square
Graphics. 121 South Mam. Bowling Green.
Ohio Accepting applications through Apnl 28.
1989 ONLY
Now hiring for day and evening positions Busperson, gnl cooks and kitchen prep Apply in
person 2-4 pm Bob Evans. 1726 E Wooster
Student wanted tor part-lime car cleaning
Wage determined on experience
Call
352-4324 Dean

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Putin-Bay Island on Lake Erie
Carryoutdeli 45-50 hrs per week
Paid Housing
Start as soon as school year ends
Contact Irwin Silverman:
Call (419) 471-1924 or write lo:
5034 Breezeway Dr.. Toledo. OH 43613
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIROMENT
Earn $2500 to $3500 National Company, osihon to pass clean air act. slop toxic pollution
lighten pesticide controls. & promote compre
hensive recycling Available m 18 states and
D C (including Toledo) Interviews on campus
4-10-89
Call Kate loll free at
1-800-622-2202

* 1 bedroom & 2 bedroom
furn A untum apartments

Cal John Newlove Reel Estate
354 2280

Summer Apis Available
Special tow rents)
Newlove Rentals 352-5620
328 S Main

1 S 2 bedroom apts summer and fall Call afte2 pm Visage Green Apartments 354-3533
1 Bedroom furnished & 2 bedroom unfurnished
12 month leases 352-3445
1 or 2 persons to sublease i bedroom apt
June Aug Close on 2nd St Call 353-5660
Trustworthy our furnishings
1 2.3. Bedroom Apartments
Please cal between 1 30 4 5 30
In the afternoon Call 354-8800
We allow Pels
2 female roommates needed to share apt for
89-90 school year Only $120 mo plus utilities 9 mo lease Close to campus Cal Jiang
353-6812 after 9 PM
3 bedroom down. 4 bedroom up duplex 148 S
Sknmit 12 month lease Cal 352 1268
Adjacent Campus Furnished 1BR Apt Summm Fall $250 00 plus utll. deposit 353-5197
APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished/unlum
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 12
block to campus FREE cable T V . lockout key
service, heat New carpet, some new furniture
CaH Tom 352-4673 days. 9am-Spm
352-1 BOO evenings S weekends
Apt. for rent. 2 bdrm. New furniture, new rug,
vary large. $450/month 354-2463.
Are you neat? (Meed a place to slay? There is
still room left for two people (male or female)
House completely furnished Very near campus Cal for more info 353-3607 Ask for Rob
Beat the Heat*
Summer Sublease -2 bedroom, airconditioning. fully furnished, newly carpeted
apartment Low Cost. 850 Scott Hamilton 2
blocksIromcampus Cal353-7723anytime

Butt Apartments
1470-1490 CloughSt
Free gas, heat, water, and sewer, same
price as last year-no rent Increasal
2 bedroom apts completely furnished, close
to campus.
laundry factkties and private parking
Cal Newlove Rentals 352-5620
CARTY RENTALS
Apt houses 6 rooms for rent
For summer, also to lit for next school year
Call 352-7365 or 3530325
Cheap Summer Rates
1A2 bedroom apartments
Rates beginning at $475 entire summer
Cal 352 9302

Summer Sales & Marketing Intern tor wholesale
beverage dist in Lor am. Erie counties Must
have own car. rel req'd Send letter or resume
to Dept D. P0 Box 122. Loram. OH 44052

Cozy, upstairs studio apartment available m
May Close to campus and downtown Perfect
for one. only $250 Must see' Cal 352 2809

The Student Recreation Center is looking for a
few good summer Life Guards and swimming
Instructorsinterested cal Scott at 2-7477

For Rent 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 2
to 4 people summer only located 304 E
Court St Cal614-291-0767

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified students as advertising
sales representatives lor THE BG NEWS
If you are a self motivated results onented person. YOU have the potential to be one of the
highest paid students on campus
" AM majors encouraged to apply *
Must have own car
Applications & job descriptions available at 214
West Hal Deadline Fri April 7.5PM

FREE
WATERBE0
ml the summer sub-lease of my downtown
apartment Cal 354-0495 lor more mlo

FOR SALE
$1 200 Skis plus for $800
1988 Pre 190 sps soft slalom hp skis 490 tyroka & bindings Scott Sport poles Sized 10
12 Hansen limited production racing
boots dark blue Cal Drew 2-1767
1988 Fender Gemini II
Aeons Guitar $150 00 Cal 372-1188
79Chevette 4-Dr 1 Owner
$700.00 372-3947 After 7:00 pm

royal blue Myata bicycle
$275 or best offer

353-6526
Large clown knife fish, shovel nose cattish.
African Gar. $20 each CaH 353-0386
Million dollar game-football
cond $290 Cal 353-5797

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat. Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rates

Cal 362-4966
Two bedroom apt lor rent May 15 close to
campus, pool, laundry Please call 3534471
Ray or Dan
GREAT VALUE
Large 2 bedrm furn apts very quiet, ww carpet, ac disposal, laundry, free heat $325 mon
plus elec Summer rates neg Cal Michael
352-2635

352 4166

Black leather Jacket $70
Stereo Cassette Deck $35
Cal Derek at 353-6824
Brand new 19'
w/accessones

Furnished 1 bedrm w/ A/C aca»l May 1
$240'mo plus gas & electric Call 354-4027

Houses lor 1989-90 school year
Call 352-2330 or 352-7992 after 5pm 9-5pm

87 VW Quantum
5 sod 4dr
Sunroof-loaded 22.000 miles
Must sel 3520431

Elder wants 2 or 3 rooms no kitchen, bath
shower-tub under $100/month including utilities Have no phone. RSVP details to LLS.
6755 St Hgy 386. Huntsvlle 43324

For sublease 1 bedroom apt for summer turn.,
close to campus, rates negotiable.Can
353 4180 after 8 pm M-F anytime Sat & Sun

Mona

Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Express Is looking for part-time data entry
clerks to work outside our loading dock using
a laser data scanner. Position will be 6 to 24
hrs. per week. Nights and weekends wage Is
$7.50tar. Apply si 6160 Hagman Rd. Toledo.
Oh. Anytime Wednesday 1-5 pm. Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Women and minorities encouraged to apply.

The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would Nke to
congratulate Scott Chamberlain on being selected brother of the month

WANTED

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fall
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases
Fraturr*
PIEDMONT APTS
, baihs

■R« ~T«t 'So.'-' tiovtar*
"pmM S^o*> "Co AkW <*
you \ftin\ TO Go?

KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIOAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
16 AND OVER WELCOME

BRATHAUS
WEDNESDAY T SHIRT NIGHT
THURSDAY CAP NIGHT

835 High St - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-4.30

AH residents will have membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
•
Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
•
Metro Sauna
•
Complete Exercise Equipment
•
Indoor Heated Pool
•
New Weight Equipment
•
Tanning Booth Available

KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME

Big Shelly Klrian
I am really proud to nave you for my big''
XOXOXO
Little Bobbie

FMJO GOOD LVING IN '89 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone

KAPPA SIG PHI MU
DOUBLE DARE
KAPPA SIG PHI MU
DOUBLE DARE
KAPPA SIG PHI MU

Be a PommeretleH!
Mandatory clinics begin Monday April 10.
6:30 PM at Anderson Arena. Tryouts will be
Aprll 16.

Alpha Xi Delta Sandy Urtoenclc Alpha XI Delta
We ve had some great times and I'm going to
miss you next year Good iuck'(if you work for
Doug you'll need it')
Love. Laura
Alpha Xi Delta 'Leslie Clstterbuch"
Congratulations on graduation' Senior Alpha
Xi'sare the best'
Xi Love. Cormne

Hey Kappas and PI PhisGet Spyched for MONMOUTH DUO

BeAPomerette!!
Mandatory clinics begin Monday Aprll 10
8:30 PM at Anderson Arena.
Tryouts will be April 16.

Alpha Xi • Monica Gerrek • Alpha Xi

Alph. Xi Delta Alpha XI Oella
Teresa Blackman
You are so special to me and because of you I
became an Alpha Xi You heard me through
pledging and at! that followed Thanks Teresa11
love my rush crush'
Love. Shell.

Hey Kappas and PI PhisGet psyched for
MONMOUTH DUO

Attention ad off-campus students!
You are eligible to vote in C O C O elections
More information at off-cam pus student
centers

1

Alpha XI Delta Grandma Cindl Wahl We're gomg to mrsa you next year so come visit
us We love you"1
Good luck old lady!
Love.
Lil Laura and Lil Mmdy

Hey Kappas and PI Phla
Get psyched for
MONMOUTH DUO

Assorted spring sweaters 25S oft
Jeans-n-Thmgs 531 Ridge
Open tonight till 8 PM

Alpha Lamda Delta
initiates This weekend is the big one1 The
ceremony begins at 1 DO Saturday April 8th in
the GrandbaJi room Please try and be there by
12.45. We look forward to seeing you

Mon I am so glad we have gotten to be so
much closer this year Celebrating anniversaries. S«g Ep (unctions and our many involved
talks I'm glad that the pennant is stil hanging on
your wall, but I still want to know the REAL
meaning behind '69 and the masher1" I'm
gonna mss you'
XiLove Steph

Hey Kappa and PI Phis
Get psyched tor
MONMOUTH DUO

Summer Storage Service
with free pickup and delivery
for your room furnishings

Table excellent

Racing Bike-Trek 1500 spec ed alum. Very
light/fast beautiful blue/white access mcl ex
cond Must see. ask $450 1989 price 4989
354-2700

FOR RENT
Summer lease available large quiet 2 bdrm Call
353-4662 before 11 after 3
Summer sublease one bdrm apt close to campus, air conditioned Rent negotible Cal Greg
353-7529 or 372-6091
THE BEST LOCATION
606 112 East Wooster house for rent starting
summer 89 and 89-90 school year H inter
ested call 353 5529
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished tor 4 people 9
month lease 352-3446

New A affordable, newly re-modeled, new carpat, new furnishings - al within walking distance
to Umv Families welcome $450 per month
Cal Loralne-419-536-8153
Now leasing lor summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Pnvxeges to Cherrywood Health Spa
Prelerred Properties Co 352-9378
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co

352-9378
PRIME LOCATION ON MANVILLE
4 6 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE HOUSE
MAY-AUOUST HOUSE HAS BRAND NEW
CARPET. TILE AND FURNITURE IS AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL 353-5058 IF INTERESTED^
Rallvlaw Mini-Warehouse
(al the corner of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave ) 5X7 - 9x1 5 - 9X30
Preferred Properties Co
352-9378
Save Money' 2 bedrooms
land 1 2 bath Apartments $435'Someste<
based on 4 persons
Cal 352-9302
SPRING SEMESTER 90
Gomg on an internship in Ihe fad and need a
place to stay in the spring? Sublease my very
nice apartment! I'm looking lor a female to move
In with my 2 great roomies! Cal Kefy at
352-8986 and leave a message

